A 256-configuration-context MEMS optically reconfigurable gate array
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Abstract—Demand for Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) designed for space use is increasing to support hardware repair and hardware update functions as well as software repair and update functions in spacecraft, satellites, space stations, and other applications. However, many high energy charged particles are incident to devices in radiation-rich space environments. Since FPGA's configuration context is stored on SRAM, the configuration context is damaged by high-energy charged particles. Therefore, this paper presents a proposal for a 256-configuration-context dependable MEMS optically reconfigurable gate array that can be reconfigured using damaged configuration contexts.

I. INTRODUCTION

Demand for Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) designed for space use is increasing to support hardware repair and hardware update functions in addition to support software repair and update functions in spacecraft, satellites, space stations, and other applications [1][2]. However, in space radiation environments, incidence of high-energy charged particles cause single-event or multi-event upset (S/MEU)-associated temporary failures in SRAM [3][4]. Such S/MEU-associated temporary failures alter contents of SRAM. For that reason, it is difficult to maintain the reliability of configuration data on SRAM during long-term use in a space environment [5][6][7]. Of course, although TMR implementations can resolve a part of such FPGA hardware troubles [8][9], and although some damage can be corrected by error-checking and correction methods [10], the methods are not perfect for repair of MEUs.

To date, MEU-tolerant optically reconfigurable gate arrays (ORGAs) have been developed [11][12]. An ORGA consists of a holographic memory, a laser array, and an optically programmable gate array VLSI. Contexts of the gate array are stored in a holographic memory, from which they are read optically and are programmed optically onto the gate array VLSI using photodiodes. Such an optical configuration is an extremely robust configuration. In the ORGAs, even if high-energy charged particles damage 35% of configuration data, a correct configuration procedure can be executed using the damaged configuration data [13]. Therefore, ORGAs have been demonstrated as robust devices against space radiation.

This paper proposes a proposal of an optoelectronic programmable device having the world's first 256 configuration contexts intended for space use. The 256-configuration-context dependable MEMS optically reconfigurable gate array can be reconfigured using damaged configuration contexts.

II. 256-CONFIGURATION-CONTEXT DEPENDABLE MEMS-ORGA

Fig. 1 presents a 256-configuration-context dependable MEMS-ORGA. The MEMS-ORGA comprises a gate array VLSI (ORGA-VLSI), an electrically writable MEMS holographic memory storing 256 configuration contexts, and 256 lasers. The 256 optical reconfiguration contexts are stored on the electrically writable MEMS holographic memory. The 256 lasers are also used to address the 256 reconfiguration contexts. One configuration context is programmed onto ORGA-VLSI if one laser turns on. The optical reconfiguration can be regarded as a majority voting operation. Therefore, this device is useful as a robust dynamic reconfigurable device under a space radiation environment.

The MEMS optically reconfigurable gate array was constructed using a 532 nm, 300 mW laser (torus 532; Laser Quantum), a MEMS holographic memory, and an ORGA-VLSI [11][12]. A laser was shared and used for emulation of 256 lasers. A computer-generated MEMS holographic memory pattern is presented in Fig. 2. Each value of a pixel takes a binary value of H or L. The holographic memory includes 256 configuration context patterns, as shown in the map of Fig. 2(b). Each region consists of 126 × 94 pixels. The holographic memory shown in Fig. 2, is programmable electronically onto the MEMS holographic memory using a personal computer. The MEMS holographic memory consists of 1,024 × 768 pixels, each of 10.8 × 10.8 μm². It was provided by Texas
MEMS holographic memory can be reconfigured constantly and electrically in less than 22 μs by switching a MEMS device.

IV. CONCLUSION

This paper has described a 256-configuration-context dependable MEMS optically reconfigurable gate array that is useful in a radiation-rich space environment. The gate array enables 125–335 ns high-speed reconfiguration and flexible reconfiguration by both switching of an electrically rewritable MEMS holographic memory and switching of a laser array. Such architecture presents new and exciting avenues for the use of programmable devices in a space radiation environment.
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